LADY LOVE

As recorded by Robin Trower
(From the 1974 Album BRIDGE OF SIGHS)

Transcribed by Tone Jones
Updated 4-24-10

Words and Music by Robin Trower and James Dewar

\[\textbf{Intro}\]

\textbf{Moderately Fast} \(\text{\(\text{\(J\)}} = 132\) \text{ All Guitar's (Tuned Down 1Step) Gtr.1 and Gtr.2 Overdriven}}

\[\text{A Intro}\]

\[\text{B 1. Verse}\]

\[\text{C Chorus}\]

\[\text{Dm}\]

\[\text{Am}\]

\[\text{B}^9\]

\[\text{C}^9\]

\[\text{Dm}\]

\[\text{Dm^7}\]

\[\text{C}^5\]

\[\text{D}^5\]

\[\text{Am}\]

\[\text{V}\]

\[\text{Am}\]

\[\text{Gtr I}\]

\[\text{Gtr II}\]

\[\text{Gtr III}\]

\[\text{Lead-ing me home}\]
Too late for me now

[D] Interlude

Love, a man's a fool to be leaving

[E] 2 Verse

--- love ---, passing by like the seasons
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F 2 Chorus

May-be I'll wake—up—Oh—tell me I will——-

And find you there wait-ingLa-dy Love——-

Guitar Solo

Gtr III

---
I need some warm and tender nights

Love, sweet and fine to remember

Ah Lady

Love, sweet and fine to remember

of love—
I'll find you waiting—Lady

Love
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